
Endpoint Security

Advanced, Proactive Security for Your Workforce

Endpoint Security from Tigunia proactively searches for and terminates any hidden threats that sneak past 
conventional security tools to better protect your data and your infrastructure. Go beyond conventional
preventative security to outsmart the shadiest of bad actors and keep your technology safe.

In addition to preventative measures, Endpoint Security will address and remove any threats that reach any end-
point. Using an underlying defense of managed detection and response, your company is empowered with security 
that goes beyond automation. With easy remediation, custom reports, and powerful integrations, you’ll be protected 
like never before.

And with infinite customization, you can ensure that your data is protected and comliant wherever it exists, whether 
on an endpoint, in the cloud, or in some third-party SaaS applications.

While automation is vital in cybersecurity, a human 
element is still important. Automation can detect 
what threats it knows exist, but it cannot detect 
new or unique threats. That’s why this program is 
backed by a skilled team of security experts that 
continues to search for gaps and expand the power 
of automated security. The human element is also 
key to educate users on security and protection 
measures that fortify your business.

A Layered, Security Stack

Network Layer
    DOS/DDOS mitigation
    DNS based security
    External vulnerability scans

Endpoint System Layer
    Antivirus/anti-malware
    Data encryption
    Patch management

Application Layer
    Web application firewall
    Performance monitoring
    Application rights & delivery control

Data Layer
    Data governance
    Encryption in motion
    Data localization

Physical Layer
    Physical access control
    Encryption at rest
    TPM (Trusted Platform Module)

User Layer
    Identity/Privileged access management
    Multi-factor authentication
    Training & best practices
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